: Expression mapped onto KEGG 1 p53 signaling pathway (copyright image of KEGG and permission to publish is obtained from Kanehisa Laboratories) overlaid with protein-protein interaction information.
: PALM-IST statistics for multiple types of diseases as query keywords.
TOP100 genes/proteins result from each query is used for protein-protein interaction (PPI), pathways, crosstalk proteins (involved in more than one pathway) and Signaling-Metabolic common proteins information extraction. Details of signaling-metabolic pathways and common protein list can be downloaded from www.hpppi.iicb.res.in/ctm/downloads/all_sig_meta_common_protein.txt www.hpppi.iicb.res.in/ctm/downloads/signaling_pathway_list.txt www.hpppi.iicb.res.in/ctm/downloads/metabolic_pathway_list.txt Table S2 it is clear that the topological properties of co-author networks created using the PALM-IST and PubNet 2 servers are very similar. P-values of topological properties (like Clustering Coefficient, Network diameter, Network density, Average degree and path length) distribution calculated using the Cytoscape NetworkAnalyser 4 also suggest the similarity between two networks. The slight differences between the topological properties might arise due to difference in number of publications PALM-IST used to create the networks. PALM-IST only uses abstracts that contain articles for processing and does not consider the one without an abstract text. 16 and conditional random field (CRF) based program. Consensus result of step one is used in step two to generate ID for gene mention. Gene ID disambiguation is performed in third step using trained ranking algorithm ListNet 17 . In the last step, support vector machine (SVM) based score is given to each ID. In PALM-IST, GeneTUKit is implemented as entity recognition tool for gene mention.
BANNER:
BANNER 18 is a NER system that identifies gene and protein symbols in text through a machine learning approach based on conditional random fields. Performance of BANNER was compared with the GeneTUKit tool embedded within the PALM-IST for gene mention.
Abgene:
Abgene 19 is a gene/protein name tagger trained on MEDLINE abstracts and uses a combination of statistical and rule-based strategies. In this study, Abgene was used for comparison for gene mention benchmarking.
Gene normalization programs GenNorm
GenNorm 20 is an open source software tool for gene normalization in biomedical text. GenNorm associates gene mention with relevant organisms, and assigning them with corresponding NCBI Gene IDs. GenNorm achieved the best performance in the BioCreative III gene normalization challenge task 21 . GenNorm uses three modules for gene normalization task, such as gene name recognition module, species assignation module and species-specific gene normalization module. GeneTUKit is used in PALM-IST as gene name recognition module for GenNorm. For species assignation, species mention task is performed using dictionary based lookup method and later multiple filter of disambiguation is applied. Rule based species assignation strategy was applied for final species assignation. In the last step, species-specific gene normalization module was applied to assign score for each assignment. In PALM-IST, GenNorm is implemented as entity recognition tool for gene normalization. 
GNAT

Disease normalization programs
DNorm DNorm 13 is a recently published disease normalization program, which uses BANNER for disease mention and pair wise 'Learning to Rank' method for normalization. First step is disease mention performed by BANNER NER program which was trained on NCBI disease training set. The next step is to create concepts for each mention terms. In last step disambiguation and multiple filtering is applied and MESH/OMIM tag is given for normalization. In PALM-IST we have used the DNorm module for disease term identification.
MetaMap
MetaMap 24 is public resource of the NLM (National Library of Medicine) which perform natural language processing (NLP) task for identifying UMLS Meta-thesaurus concepts in biomedical text. MetaMap splits the input text into sentences and phrases to identify possible mappings to UMLS based on lexical lookup. 
Chemical/Drug name recognition program
Gene Ontology (GO) biological process name recognition program PALM-ISTag
For identification of biological processes PALM-IST used dictionary based lookup approach where it uses 64687 Gene Ontology 11 processes. Tagged GO process is highlighted in abstract display, which can help reader to quickly relate biological process with other bio-entities. Co-occurrence of GO processes with gene/protein, drug and disease is provided in tabular and interactive network under interaction from text result section of PALM-IST. Figure S4 ) either provided by the user or directly fetched from the corresponding GEO series. File format required for user to map expression data is provided below. GEO series based differential expression calculation is performed by downloading GSE details online. Dataset for input GSE series provided by user is downloaded and parsed into R data structure using GEOquery package. Parsed data from the GEOQuery is given as input to LIMMA (Linear Models for Microarray Analysis) package. P-value and log 2 fold-change (FC) is calculated by LIMMA package based on user selected control and reference samples in GSE series. P-value cut-off of 0.005 and log 2 FC of ±1 is used for identifying differentially expressed genes.
PALM-IST takes two types of input for gene expression mapping: Figure S4 : Complete workflow for expression mapping onto pathways and differential expression calculation.
